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ABSTRACT: The interaction between phenolic compounds and salivary proteins is highly related to the astringency perception.
Recently, it has been proven the existence of synergisms on the perceived astringency when phenolic acids were tested as
mixtures in comparison to individual compounds, maintaining constant the total amount of the stimulus. The interactions
between wine phenolic acids and the peptide fragment IB712 have been studied by saturation-transfer difference (STD) NMR
spectroscopy. This technique provided the dissociation constants and the percentage of interaction between both individual and
mixtures of hydroxybenzoic and hydroxycinnamic acids and the model peptide. It is noteworthy that hydroxybenzoic acids
showed higher affinity for the peptide than hydroxycinnamic acids. To obtain further insights into the mechanisms of interaction,
molecular dynamics simulations have been performed. Results obtained not only showed the ability of these compounds to
interact with salivary proteins but also may justify the synergistic effect observed in previous sensory studies.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Phenolics are characterized by presenting at least one aromatic
ring with one or more hydroxyl groups attached. These
phytochemicals are present in the epidermis of leaves and the
skin of fruits throughout the plant kingdom and have important
roles as secondary metabolites.1,2 Phenolic compounds are also
responsible for important organoleptic properties of plants,
fruits, and beverages, phenolic acids being the simplest
structures with only a single benzene ring. Among organoleptic
properties, astringency is an important one whose basic
molecular mechanisms have not been fully understood so far.
Nowadays, to evaluate the aforesaid attribute, sensory analysis
is one of the most useful tools.3−5 Literature reporting the
individual sensory profiles of phenolic compounds is scarce,
although it is well documented that they contribute to the bitter
and astringent oral sensation of foods and beverages.6−8 A
number of studies have been focused on the interactions
between phenolic compounds and proteins as mechanisms that
could explain the perception of the astringency.8−12 Indeed, the
interaction between phenolic compounds and salivary proline-
rich proteins (PRPs) has been highly related to the astringency
perception, and specific interaction between tannins and PRPs
with or without the precipitation of the complex has been

demonstrated.13 However, it has also been suggested that the
interaction with salivary proteins does not explain all of the
quality aspects of the astringency13,14 and that multiple
mechanisms might occur simultaneously, such as the
implication of the oral tissues.15,16 With regard to phenolics,
their concentration and chemical structure play important roles
in astringency, although concentration appears to be less
important than the structure.17−22

Wine is one of the most consumed beverages in the world,
and its quality depends on a number of factors. With regard to
its sensory quality, astringency is one of the most relevant
parameters to take into account. A broad range of phenolic
compounds might contribute to this mouthfeel, among them
the phenolic acids present in wine. The predominant phenolic
acids in wine are hydroxylated derivatives of benzoic acid and
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cinnamic acid. Recently, it has been observed the existence of
synergism of astringency when phenolic acids were tested as a
mixture in comparison to individual compounds, maintaining
the total amount of the stimulus constant.23 It was desirable to
add to the knowledge of the interactions between these
compounds and salivary proteins that could explain the
synergistic effect observed and also postulate a tentative
molecular mechanism to explain them.
Saturation-transfer difference (STD) NMR spectroscopy and

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been jointly used
to explain the interactions between other phenolic compounds
and salivary proteins or representative peptide fragments with
very promising results for tannins24−27 and also for

anthocyanins.28 However, no reference has been found that
describes the interaction between phenolic acids and the
peptide fragment IB712 using either STD-NMR or MD
simulations.
The main purpose of this work was to study the interactions

between wine phenolic acids and the peptide fragment IB712 to
add to the knowledge of the interactions between these
compounds and salivary proteins. To our knowledge, this is the
first time these tools have been jointly applied to face this goal
taking into account these compounds. Furthermore, this is also
the first time that the synergistic effect has been confirmed, and
a tentative molecular mechanism has been also proposed to
explain this effect observed in sensory studies.23

Figure 1. Spectra from STD-NMR titrations for both mixtures of hydroxybenzoic acids and individual compounds (A, protocatechuic acid; B, gallic
acid) and the model peptide IB712. Final concentrations of acids were from 0.2 to 1.8 mM, and peptide concentration was constant (0.5 mM)
throughout the STD titration experiment. Proton assignments in both chemical structure and NMR spectra are also shown.
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■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents. All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. Gallic

acid, protocatechuic acid, caffeic acid, p-coumaric acid, deuterium
oxide (99.9%), and dimethyl-d6 sulfoxide (99.8%) were supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The peptide IB7 of 12 amino
acid residues, PGKPQGPPPQGG (C-terminal amide), which contains
a characteristic sequence of proline-rich proteins, was synthesized as
detailed elsewhere in Ferrer-Gallego et al.25 and was used in the STD-
NMR experiments.
STD-NMR Experiments. The lyophilized IB712 peptide (0.55 mg)

was dissolved in 1 mL of D2O (99.9%) with 5% of dimethyl-d6
sulfoxide (99.8%). Different quantities of phenolic acids were added to
the NMR tube to obtain a final concentration of acids ranking from 0.2
to 1.8 mM and maintaining the peptide concentration constant (0.5
mM) throughout the STD titration experiment. The selection of each
phenolic acid concentration was restricted essentially by the detection
limit in the STD experiment. Before titrations, several tests, with only

the ligands (without peptide), were carried out to detect the maximum
value of each acid without STD signal. After that, six titration
experiments were carried out, four of them from each individual
phenolic acid (gallic, protocatechuic, p-coumaric, and caffeic acids) and
two of them from the mixtures of the hydroxybenzoic acids (gallic and
protocatechuic acids) and hydroxycinnamic acids (p-coumaric and
caffeic acids).

Slight modifications from the previous parameters described in
Ferrer-Gallego et al.25 were taken into account to record the STD-
NMR spectra. Briefly, NMR experiments were recorded on a Bruker
Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer, equipped with a 5 mm PABBI 1H/
D-BB and pulse gradient units capable of producing magnetic field
pulsed gradients in the z direction of 50 G/cm. The measurements
were made with standard Bruker pulse sequences at 26 °C. 1H and
STD spectra were recorded with a shaped pulse to suppress the water
resonance using the following parameters: spectral width, 16 ppm;
nutation angle, 7.8 μs and 90°; and shaped pulse duration, 2 ms.

Figure 2. Spectra from STD-NMR titrations for both mixtures of hydroxycinnamic acids and individual compounds (A, p-coumaric acid; B, caffeic
acid) and the model peptide IB712. Final concentrations of acids were from 0.2 to 1.8 mM, and peptide concentration was constant (0.5 mM)
throughout the STD titration experiment. Proton assignments in both chemical structure and NMR spectra are also shown.
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Selective saturation of the peptide off-resonance at 20 ppm and on-
resonance at −0.5 ppm was performed using a pseudo-two-
dimensional (2D) sequence for STD with a shaped pulse train
alternating between the on- and off-resonances.29 STD-NMR spectra
were acquired using Gauss 1.1000 pulses for selective saturation (50
ms), with a total saturation time of 2.5 s. The number of scans (16),
receptor gain value (287), and relaxation delay (3.5 s) were kept
constant. To subtract the unprocessed on- and off-resonance spectra,
to baseline correct the resulting difference spectrum, and to integrate
the areas, TopSpin 2.1 software from Bruker was used.
The STD effect was determined using an amplification factor

(ASTD) according to the equation30

−
× = ×=A

I I
I

I
I

[L]
[P]

[L]
[P]STD
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0
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0 (1)

where ISAT is the signal intensity of the selectively saturated peptide
spectrum (on-resonance) and I0 is the signal intensity of the spectrum
recorded without peptide saturation (off-resonance). [L] is the
concentration of the ligand and in this case corresponds to the acid
concentrations, and [P] is the peptide concentration. The determi-
nation of the dissociation constant (KD) was calculated according to eq
2 by a nonlinear least-squares-fitting curve using the Solver utility of
Microsoft Excel.
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αSTD is the maximum amplification factor.
Optimization and MD Simulations. Molecular systems with

proline-rich protein fragments called IB712 and several phenolic acids
[gallic (gal), protocatechuic (prot), caffeic (caf), and p-coumaric
(cou)] molecules were built. The amino acid sequence of IB712 is
SPPGKPQGPPPQ. The Antechamber tool was used to parametrize
the caf, cou, gal, and prot compounds, which was optimized with the
HF/6-31G(d) level of theory by using the Gaussian 09 suite of
programs.31 The RESP algorithm32 was used to get the atomic charges.
Geometry optimization and MD simulations were carried out using
the GAFF33 and ff99SB34 force fields for phenols and peptides,
respectively. An explicit solvation model (TIP3P waters) was included
as a truncated rectangular box with a minimum distance of 15 Å

between the box edges and any atom within each system. Six MD
simulations were performed with four IB712 peptides and (1) four gal
and four prot, (2) eight gal, (3) eight prot, (4) four caf and four cou,
(5) eight caf, and (6) eight cou. The phenolic acids were randomly
placed around the peptides, reproducing the experimental conditions
used. All system geometries were minimized in two stages.
Subsequently, 100 ps of MD simulation with a NVT ensemble and
considering periodic boundary conditions was performed, followed by
50 ns of MD simulation with an isothermal−isobaric NPT ensemble
using the Langevin thermostat (collision frequency of 1.0 ps−1)35 and
the Berendson barostat. All simulations were carried out using the
AMBER 12.036 simulation package. Bond lengths involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm, and the
equations of motion were integrated with a 2 fs time step using the
Verlet leapfrog algorithm.37 The particle-mesh Ewald (PME)
method38 was used to treat long-range interactions, and the
nonbonded interactions were truncated with a 10 Å cutoff. The MD
trajectories were saved every 2 ps and were analyzed with the PTRAJ
module of AMBER 12.0.36

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

STD-NMR. Figure 1 shows the spectra from STD-NMR
titrations for both individual and mixtures of hydroxybenzoic
acids and the model peptide. Similarly, the corresponding
information for both individual and mixtures of hydroxycin-
namic acids is shown in Figure 2. Proton assignments in both
chemical structure and NMR spectra are also shown in these
figures. The aforesaid signals were used to calculate the relative
STD-NMR effects following the previously mentioned method-
ology.30 Table 1 presents the dissociation constant (KD) and
maximum amplification factor (ΔSTDmax) parameters obtained
in the nonlinear regression models. The aforesaid models have
been evaluated via the chi-squared parameter (χ2) and
confidence level. Moreover, the percentage of interaction of
each proton is also presented. According to these constants, the
affinity of gallic acid (KD = 0.36 mM) toward IB712 was
generally higher than the affinity obtained for protocatechuic

Table 1. STD-NMR Results for both Individual Phenolic Acids and Mixtures

hydroxybenzoic acid protonsa 1H chemical shift (ppm) KD (mM) ΔSTDmax % interaction χ2 confidence level (%)

gallic (gal) 2 and 6 7.111 0.36 0.10 100 0.0015 88.9
protocatechuic (prot) 2 7.440 0.50 0.11 100 0.0018 88.9

5 6.912 0.74 0.09 69.2 0.0005 88.9
6 7.470 0.46 0.05 47.2 0.0002 88.9

hydroxycinnamic acid protonsb 1H chemical shift (ppm) KD (mM) ΔSTDmax % interaction χ2 confidence level (%)

p-coumaric (cou) 3 6.887 0.77 0.09 100 0.0042 85.7
6 7.530 0.60 0.10 100 0.0026 85.7

caffeic (caf) 2 6.883 0.33 0.07 100 0.0008 87.5
4 7.128 1.21 0.07 67.7 0.0031 83.3
5 7.439 0.75 0.05 100 0.0015 85.7

mixture of
hydroxybenzoic

acids (gal + prot) protonsa 1H chemical shift (ppm) KD (mM) ΔSTDmax % interaction χ2 confidence level (%)

gal 2 and 6 7.111 0.29 0.08 57.1 0.0006 83.3
prot 2 7.440 0.31 0.09 100 0.0006 83.3
prot 5 6.912 0.11 0.06 100 0.0007 83.3
prot 6 7.470 0.42 0.04 45.2 0.0001 83.3
mixture of

hydroxycinnamic
acids (cou + caf) protonsb 1H chemical shift (ppm) KD (mM) ΔSTDmax % interaction χ2 confidence level (%)

caf 4 7.141 0.79 0.02 28 0.0001 83.3
cou + caf 3 and 4 cou + 2 caf 6.853 0.61 0.06 100 0.0017 83.3
cou + caf 2, 5, and 6 cou + 5 caf 7.548 0.46 0.03 46.2 0.0006 83.3

aFor proton assignments, the reader is referred to Figure 1. bFor proton assignments, the reader is referred to Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Illustration of representative geometries of (IB712)4:(gal)4:(prot)4, (IB712)4:(gal)8, (IB712)4:(prot)8, (IB712)4:(caf)4:(cou)4, (IB712)4:(caf)8,
and (IB712)4:(cou)8 systems extracted from each MD simulations. The peptides are depicted with surface and cartoon and are colored in white. The
gal, prot, caf, and cou molecules are depicted with vdW representation and are colored red, green, element type, and orange, respectively.

Table 2. Binding of Gal, Prot, Cat, and Cou to IB712 Peptide Analyzed by (i) Average of Time of Binding, (ii) Total Average
Time the Molecules Remained Bound, (iii) Maximum Time the Molecules Remained Bound, and (iv) Average Total Binding
Time of (N) Number of Phenolic Acids Bound Simultaneouslya

(IB712)4:(gal)4:(prot)4 (IB712)4:(gal)8 (IB712)4:(prot)8 (IB712)4:(caf)4:(cou)4 (IB712)4:(caf)8 (IB712)4:(cou)8

i av time of binding of the first phenol
(ns)

18.8 17.2 20.3 20.9 13.4 16.5

av time of binding of the first caf or gal
(ns)

20.5 22.2

av time of binding of the first cou or
prot (ns)

17.0 18.9

ii av total binding time (ns) 17.0 8.3 5.1 8.0 9.8 10.1
av total binding time of caf or gal (ns) 17.7 11.1
av total binding time of cou or prot
(ns)

16.2 3.0

iii max binding time of one (ns) 45.1 33.8 10.1 36.3 33.8 47.5
max binding time of one caf or gal (ns) 45.1 36.3
max binding time of one cou or prot
(ns)

39.4 5.4

iv av total binding time of one acid (ns) 8.2 22.6 15.0 13.9 5.9 13.6
av total binding time of two
(simultaneously) (ns)

10.9 5.4 3.4 9.4 8.6 10.4

av total binding time of three
(simultaneously) (ns)

16.4 1.0 10.3 8.4 8.5

av total binding time of four
(simultaneously) (ns)

2.9 0.2 4.3 3.0

av total binding time of five phenols
(simultaneously) (ns)

1.8 3.5 2.3

av total binding time of six
(simultaneously) (ns)

0.1

v av total binding time of phenol
interactions (ns)

13.4 6.2 4.3 4.4 15.4 11.4

aThe average total binding time of phenolic acid−phenolic acid interactions is also shown (v).
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acid. With regard to protocatechuic acid, protons 2 and 6
showed similar affinities (KD = 0.50 and 0.46 mM,
respectively), but proton 5 showed a slightly lower affinity
(KD = 0.74 mM). In the case of the hydroxybenzoic acids, all of
the signals showed a trend in the STD spectra at increasing
concentrations and the corresponding KD values have also been
calculated. For p-coumaric acid, proton 6 and proton 3 showed
similar affinities to the peptide (KD = 0.60 and 0.77 mM,
respectively). The remaining protons did not show a clear trend
in signal intensity in the STD spectra, and therefore the
dissociation constants were not calculated. Proton 2 of caffeic
acid showed the highest affinity to the peptide among the
individual acids (KD = 0.33 mM). When phenolic acids were
evaluated as a mixture, some signals appeared overlapped and
were jointly considered to calculate the amplification factor and
the dissociation constants. This is the case of signals that
correspond to protons 3 and 4 of the p-coumaric acid and the
signal of proton 2 of caffeic acid. Signals of protons 2, 5, and 6
of p-coumaric acid and the signal of proton 5 of caffeic acid
were also jointly considered. It is remarkable that mixture
dissociation constants always presented lower values compared
with the values obtained for each individual compound in the
case of hydroxybenzoic acids and may justify a synergistic effect.
In the case of hydroxycinnamic acids, it is more difficult to
interpret the mixture of protons that have been jointly
evaluated to ascertain, compare, and assign which proton
presented the effect. However, proton 4 of caffeic acid presents
a clear and highlighted trend that confirms the synergistic effect
because a lower value compared with the value obtained for the
individual compound (KD = 0.79 vs 1.21 mM for the mixture
and individual compound, respectively) has been obtained.
From these results, it could be inferred that the greater ability

of these compounds to jointly interact with salivary proteins
may be due to differences in the receptor-binding sites for the
molecules or changes in the peptide environment due to the
presence of both jointly studied acids and may justify the
synergistic effect previously observed in sensory studies.23

MD Simulations. The interaction between the phenolic
acids and the IB712 peptidic fragments in an aqueous
environment were additionally assessed by computational
approaches, to understand at an atomistic level the different
steps that govern their recognition and binding processes. In
this regard, six MD simulations of 50 ns each were carried out.
Figure 3 shows a representative structure of each system
throughout each MD simulation. The formation of stable
complexes involving several gal, prot, caf, and cou molecules
and residues of the peptides was observed. The binding of some
molecules was maintained throughout the whole simulation,
whereas other compounds would interact transiently and with
different partners. Independent assemblies of two phenolic acid
molecules in perfect alignment by their planar ring surfaces, as
well as IB712 peptide clusters, were also seen. To compare the
binding affinities of phenolic acids to IB712 peptides in the
presence of one or two types of phenolic acids, different
average and maximum time indicators considering the
formation of (IB712)1:(acids)n complexes were analyzed for
each simulation. Table 2 summarizes all of these values,
whereas detailed data for all peptides and molecules are
displayed in Tables S1−S7 in the Supporting Information. In
general, it was observed that the first interaction between a
phenol acid and an IB712 peptide occurred more rapidly in
systems in which only one type of acid is present (average time
of binding in Table 2). The only exception was the MD

simulation involving gal and prot molecules, in which the
formation of IB712:prot complexes was found to be ca. 3 ns
faster than in the presence of only prot molecules in solution.
The sum and the maximum of total binding time of phenolic
acids is also highest in the simulation with both gal and prot
(e.g., average and maximum binding time of gal are 17.7 vs 8.3
ns and 45.1 vs 33.8 ns, respectively). The higher stability of
interactions between gal and prot compounds to IB712 is also
noticeable in the large number of molecules that are bound to
one IB712 peptide simultaneously (maximum of 6) throughout
the simulation with both phenolic acids. This contrasts with the
only two or three molecules at maximum that bound one IB712
peptide in the simulations with individual gal or prot
compounds. These data suggest that the presence of both gal
and prot compounds in solution creates a synergistic effect that
causes them to bind more easily and strongly to IB712 peptides.
That is in good agreement with the dissociation constant values
obtained from the STD-NMR experiments.
With regard to the MD simulations with caf and cou

molecules, the binding of caf compounds occurred for longer
periods in the simulation with both types of phenolic acids in
the solution (11.1 vs 9.8 ns). However, the cou compound
seems to have a greater affinity to the proteins when they are
the unique acid in the simulation (3.0 vs 10.1).
Furthermore, large assemblies of different phenolic molecules

are associated with a higher interaction between the phenols
and the peptides (e.g., average total binding times of gal and
prot are 6.2 and 4.3 ns in the simulations with individual
phenolics vs 13.4 ns in the mixed simulation).
Figure 3 also highlights that the presence of two types of

phenolic acids enables a higher association between the
different peptides than what is seen in simulations with each
individual compound. The binding of phenolic acids to one
peptide does not cause significant structural peptide rearrange-
ment. However, during the formation of the peptide cluster, the
secondary structure of each fragment changes from a linear to a
coiled conformation. This structural rearrangement could
create adequate binding pockets with different sizes and shapes
for additional molecules and thus explain the observed
synergistic effects. Interestingly, gal and prot have two fewer
carbon atoms in their aliphatic ramification (as compared to caf
and cou), likely facilitating their fit in the binding pockets
created through the formation of IB712 clusters. This may
justify the binding of a high number of gal/prot molecules
during the simulation with eight phenols (maximum of six, as
compared to four for caf/cou).
In agreement with other studies involving proteins and

polyphenols,39,40 our results show that the interaction of
phenolic acids with IB712 peptide occurs mainly by H-bonds
involving the hydroxyl groups from the polyphenols and polar
groups of IB712, as well as hydrophobic contacts between the
planar ring surfaces of polyphenols and the rings of proline
residues. All phenolic acids interact mainly with the first two
and the last four residues of the IB712 peptides. In addition, no
great differences were observed in the peptide region of binding
between the six MD simulations. The caf molecules are the
ones that establish a greater number of H-bonds, interacting
with the carbonyl backbone groups of Ser1, Pro2, Gly4, Gln7,
Gly8, Pro9, Pro10, and Gln12. The cou compounds interact
with Pro6, Gln7, Gly8, Pro11, and Gln12 residues; the gal
molecules interact with Pro6, Gly8, Pro9, Pro10, and Gln12
residues, whereas the prot compounds interact with Ser1, Pro3,
Gln7, Pro8, Pro11, and Gln12 residues of peptides.
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The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) values were
determined for the hydrogen atoms of all phenolic acids for
which the NMR results were obtained during each MD
simulation. These values (shown in Tables 3 and 4) evaluate
the surface area of each atom that is accessible to solvent, which
could indicate its availability for binding other solute molecules.
The SASA values of hydrogen atoms from gal, prot, caf, and
cou molecules decrease an average of 1.72, 8.02, 3.19, and 3.41
Å2, respectively, when two different phenols are mixed in
solution, which fortifies the higher binding extension previously
observed for these molecules in these conditions.
To summarize, interactions between wine phenolic acids and

the peptide fragment IB712, which contains a characteristic
sequence of proline-rich proteins, have been observed by STD-
NMR spectroscopy. The obtained results showed the ability of
these compounds to interact with salivary proteins and may
justify the synergistic effect observed in previous studies.
Moreover, further insights into the mechanisms of action have
been obtained using MD simulations. It could be inferred that
the greater ability of these compounds to jointly interact with
salivary proteins may be due to differences in the receptor-
binding sites for the molecules or changes in the peptide
environment due to the presence of both jointly studied acids
and may justify the synergistic effect previously observed.23
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